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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a
quick release connector capable of allowing a first com-
ponent to be attached to and released from a second
component. More particularly, the present application in-
volves a quick release connector that can be incorporat-
ed into a microphone stand, a boom arm, or a ball head
to allow a microphone to be quickly and easily removed
and attached. When attached, vibration on the micro-
phone is minimized and a smooth connect/disconnect
mechanism minimizes unwanted noise and feedback
during the attachment and release steps.

BACKGROUND

[0002] During musical performances, there is frequent-
ly a need to adjust or swap out microphones. This can
occur as a result of a malfunctioning microphone or be-
tween musical sets a need exists to change the type or
location of a microphone. Prior art document US 2008/
246233 discloses a tool bit holder for varying tool-bit
shank profiles. Heretofore conventional any methods of
swamping out microphones were time consuming and/or
resulted in undesired noise during the microphone
switch. In addition, many conventional microphones
holders do not provide a sufficient vibration free connec-
tion. As a result, vibrations of the microphone can occur
during a performance which leads to a loss of sound qual-
ity and the transmittal of vibrations and undesired acous-
tical feedback or undesired background noise. As such,
there remains room for variation and improvement within
the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] A full and enabling disclosure of the present in-
vention, including the best mode thereof, directed to one
of ordinary skill in the art, is set forth more particularly in
the remainder of the specification, which makes refer-
ence to the appended Figures in which:

Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view through a quick
release connector according to the embodiment of
the present invention.
Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view similar to Figure 1
showing the quick release connector partially sepa-
rated into two main component parts.
Figure 3 is a radial sectional view through a quick
release receiving member showing the relationship
of the engagement ball bearings relative to a bore
of the receiving member diagonal shaft.
Figure 4 is a perspective view of a releasable mem-
ber having rotational alignment members adjacent
the hexagonal shaft, the release member further
supporting a tension adjustable ball joint.
Figure 5 is a perspective view of a surface of a re-
ceiving member that interengages with a releasable

member.
Figure 6 is a perspective view of a music stand hav-
ing independently adjustable legs.
Figure 7 is a close up perspective view similar as
that seen in Figure 6.
Figure 8 is a bottom perspective view of a music
stand.
Figure 9 is a bottom view of the music stand base
and having a ratchet and leg secured within a hous-
ing of the base.
Figure 10 is a bottom view of a leg showing a partially
exploded view of internal components carried by the
leg.
Figure 11 is an exploded view of the components
seen in Figure 10.
Figure 12 is a perspective view of a leg housing
showing component parts partially disassembled.
Figure 13 is a perspective view of a base housing
defined within the music stand.
Figure 14 is a bottom perspective view of a pawl,
ratchet, rod, and leg shown in relative positions and
in a partially exploded view.
Figure 15 are side views of the ratchet and pawl as-
sembly, the pawl partially secured within the leg.
Figure 16 is a bottom view of a release tab.

[0004] Repeat use of reference characters in the
present specification and drawings is intended to repre-
sent the same or analogous features or elements of the
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF REPRESENTATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS

[0005] Reference will now be made in detail to embod-
iments of the invention, one or more examples of which
are illustrated in the drawings. Each example is provided
by way of explanation of the invention, and not meant as
a limitation of the invention. For example, features illus-
trated or described as part of one embodiment can be
used with another embodiment to yield still a third em-
bodiment. It is intended that the present invention include
these and other modifications and variations.
[0006] It is to be understood that the ranges mentioned
herein include all ranges located within the prescribed
range. As such, all ranges mentioned herein include all
sub-ranges included in the mentioned ranges. For in-
stance, a range from 100-200 also includes ranges from
110-150, 170-190, and 153-162. Further, all limits men-
tioned herein include all other limits included in the men-
tioned limits. For instance, a limit of up to 7 also includes
a limit of up to 5, up to 3, and up to 4.5.
[0007] The present invention provides for a quick re-
lease connector 10 according to claim 1.
[0008] One disadvantage of the prior art is that con-
ventional quick release connectors are not suitable for
microphone and sound amplified equipment. Conven-
tional quick release mechanisms employ a circumferen-
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tial groove defined by a shaft which is releaseably en-
gaged by ball bearings carried within a receiving member
and adapted to engage the groove of the shaft. In ac-
cordance with the present invention, it has been found
that an improved vibration resistant connector can be
provided by having a plurality of ball bearings which en-
gage a smooth, non-grooved shaft. This allows for a pre-
cise press fit connection between a receiving member
12 and a releasable member 140 which can provide in
excess of 907.2 Kg (2,000 pounds) of support between
the connector pieces. In addition to use with microphones
and sound equipment, the quick release adaptor is also
useful for securing cameras to tripods and other struc-
tures where the transmittal of vibration from the tripod to
the camera needs to be minimized. As such, the quick
release connector can be used to attach a camera to a
tripod or other support structures used to attach a mount-
ing plate or camera to a camera tripod head.
[0009] The present invention requires only a minimal
lateral displacement of associated ball bearings relative
to a receiving member 12 of a connector 10. This ar-
rangement allows higher tolerances to exist between the
compressive forces of the ball bearings which are used
to secure a shaft of a releasable member. The applied
force of the ball bearings, relative to the shaft is supplied
from multiple directions. Accordingly, it has been found
that such arrangement using a plurality of ball bearings
minimizes vibration which may otherwise be transmitted
along the quick release connector. As such, the reduction
of vibrations improves the acoustic quality of any micro-
phones that may be supported directly or indirectly via
the quick release connector. As best seen in reference
to Figure 3, a plurality of ball bearings such as ball bear-
ings 130, 132, and 134 can engage the flat planar sur-
faces of an adjacent hexagonal shaft. Optionally, one or
more of the overlapping surfaces of the interengaged
parts can further define a combination of apertures and
pins which will mate together to prevent rotation. Preven-
tion of rotation between the two portions of the releasable
connectors 10 serves to minimize any slight vibration that
might otherwise occur and therefore provide a more
acoustically clean sound from the microphone.
[0010] As seen in reference to Figures 1-5, a quick
release connector 10 is provided that has a receiving
member 12 that has a bore 14 that is a through bore that
extends in a longitudinal direction 22 from a first terminal
end 24 of the receiving member 12 to a second terminal
end 26 of the receiving member, wherein a slot 30 ex-
tends in the longitudinal direction and is defined through
a portion of the receiving member 12 from an exterior
surface 18 of the receiving member to the bore 14 of the
receiving member, wherein the receiving member has a
step 28 on the exterior surface 18.
[0011] The engagement member 30 is attached to the
receiving member 12 such that the engagement member
50 and the receiving member 12 do not move relative to
one another, wherein the engagement member 50 has
an inner surface 52 that has an inclined portion 56. A

slide member 90 moves in the longitudinal direction rel-
ative to the receiving member 12 and the engagement
member 50. The slide member 90 has a bore 92 that is
a through bore that extends in the longitudinal direction
from a first terminal end 94 of the slide member 90 to a
second terminal end 96 of the slide member 90. An ap-
erture 102 is defined through a portion of the slide mem-
ber 90 from an exterior surface 98 of the slide member
to the bore of the slide member and wherein the slide
member further has a step 108 on an interior surface 100
of the slide member.
[0012] A ball 130 is located in both the slot 30 and the
aperture 102, such that the ball 130 engages the inclined
portion 56 of the engagement member 50. A spring 136
engages the step 108 of the receiving member 12 and
the step 108 of the slide member 90. As seen in the Fig-
ures, a releasable member 140 has a shaft 142 that is
at least partially located within the bore 14 of the receiving
member 12 when the shaft 142 is attached to the receiv-
ing member 12. The shaft 142 is also attached to the
receiving member 12 when the ball 130 engages the shaft
142. Shaft 142 can be of any number of shapes including
circular so long as the bore 14 of the receiving member
12 can accommodate the shaft and do so in a way which
the ball bearing 130 and 142.
[0013] The bore 14 of the receiving member 12 from
the second terminal end 26 of the receiving member 12
to a location between the first and second terminal ends
(24, 26) of the receiving member 12 in the longitudinal
direction 22 may have a hexagonal cross-sectional
shape, wherein the shaft 142 of the releasable member
140 has a hexagonal cross-sectional shape such that six
planar surfaces 144 make up an exterior surface 146 of
the shaft 142, wherein the six planar surfaces 144 of the
shaft 142 are all flat and lack depressions thereon.
[0014] A pin 170 may be optionally located within the
receiving member 12, having a wobble projection 174
located at a terminal end 172 of the pin 170. The longi-
tudinal axis 20 of the receiving member 12 extends
through the wobble projection 174, and the shaft 142 of
the releasable member 140 has a terminal end 156, and
defines a wobble projection aperture 158, wherein the
wobble projection 174 is located in the wobble projection
aperture 158 when the shaft is attached to the receiving
member. The engagement of the projection 174 and ap-
erture 158 can help eliminate unwanted vibration by the
seating of the two component parts.
[0015] The releasable member 140 has a flange 148
that defines a plurality of rotational alignment member
receiving members 152 and 154, wherein the plurality of
rotational alignment member receiving apertures 152
and 154 each engage one of a plurality of rotational align-
ment apertures 72 and 74 when the shaft 142 is attached
to the receiving member 12, and wherein the releasable
member 140 has external threading 150 that engages a
first component of a microphone stand, a boom arm, a
microphone, a camera, a tripod, or a similar component.
[0016] The quick release connector receiving member
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has a second slot 32 and a third slot 34 that each extend
in the longitudinal direction and are defined through the
portion of the receiving member from the exterior surface
of the receiving member to the bore of the receiving mem-
ber, wherein the first slot 30, the second slot 32, and the
third slot 34 are located at different degrees about the
longitudinal axis. The receiving member has internal
threading 36 that engages a second component such as
a microphone, a stand, a boom arm, a camera, a tripod,
or similar component.
[0017] The slide member 90 may have a second ap-
erture 104 and a third aperture 106 that are each defined
through the portion of the slide member 90 from the ex-
terior surface of the slide member to the bore of the slide
member, wherein the first aperture 12, the second aper-
ture 104, and the third aperture 106 are located at differ-
ent degrees about the longitudinal axis.
[0018] Further, a second ball 132 is located in both the
second slot 32 and the second aperture 104, wherein the
second ball 134 engages the inclined portion 56 of the
engagement member 50. A third ball 134 is located in
both the third slot 34 and the third aperture 106, wherein
the third ball 134 engages the inclined portion 56 of the
engagement member 50 such that when the shaft 142
is attached to the receiving member 12, the second ball
132 and the third ball 134 engage the shaft.
[0019] The portion of the slide member which is ta-
pered directly faces the inclined portion of the inner sur-
face of the engagement member. Further, the slide mem-
ber has a gripping element 112 on an exterior surface of
the slide member.
[0020] One variation of the quick release connector
may comprise a receiving member 12 that has a longi-
tudinal axis 20, wherein the receiving member 12 has a
bore 14 that extends in a longitudinal direction, and the
receiving member has a slot 30 that extends in the lon-
gitudinal direction and is defined through a portion of the
receiving member 12 from an exterior surface of the re-
ceiving member to the bore 14 of the receiving member
12.
[0021] The slide member 90 may move relative to the
receiving member 112 in the longitudinal direction be-
tween an attached position and a detached position. The
ball 130 has at least a portion of the ball located in the
bore 14 of the receiving member and in the slot 30 of the
receiving member 12 when the slide member 90 is in the
attached position. When the slide member 90 is in the
detached position no portion of the ball 130 is located in
the bore 14 of the receiving member 12. The releasable
member 140 is at least partially located in the bore 14 of
the receiving member 12 and is engaged by the ball 130
when the slide member 90 is in the attached position,
wherein when the slide member 90 is in the detached
position the releasable member 140 is removable from
the bore 14 of the receiving member 12.
[0022] The slide member 90 has a bore 92 that extends
in the longitudinal direction, wherein the slide member
90 has an aperture 102 that is defined through a portion

of the slide member from an exterior surface 98 of the
slide member to the bore 92 of the slide member 90,
wherein a portion of the ball 130 is located in the aperture
102 when the slide member is in the attached position.
The connector comprises an engagement member 50
that does not move relative to the receiving member 12,
wherein the engagement member 50 has an inner sur-
face 52 that has an inclined portion 56, wherein the ball
130 engages the inclined portion 56 of the inner surface
52 of the engagement member 50 when the slide member
is in the attached position, and wherein the ball 130 does
not engage the inclined portion 56 of the inner surface
52 of the engagement member 50 when the slide member
is in the detached position.
[0023] The slide member has a portion that is a tapered
portion 110 and directly faces the inclined portion 56 of
the inner surface 52 of the engagement member 50. The
slide member further defines a gripping element 112 on
an exterior surface of the slide member. The slide mem-
ber has a step 108 on an interior surface of the slide
member and the receiving member has a step 25 on the
exterior surface of the receiving member. A
[0024] spring 136 engages the step 28 of the receiving
member and that engages the step 108 of the slide mem-
ber, such that when the spring is biased, the biasing force
of the spring urges the slide member to the attached po-
sition.
[0025] The releasable member has a flange that de-
fines two rotational alignment members wherein the two
rotational alignment members each engage one of the
two rotational alignment member apertures when the re-
leasable member is at least partially located in the bore
of the receiving member and is engaged by the ball when
the slide member is in the attached position. The releas-
able member has external threading 150 that engages a
first component, such as a microphone, and wherein the
receiving member has internal threading 36 that engages
a second component such as microphone stand, tripod,
boom arm or the like.
[0026] The quick release connector has a releasable
member 140 having a flange that defines two rotational
alignment members 152, 154, wherein the two rotational
alignment members each engage one of the two rota-
tional alignment apertures 72, 74 when the portion of the
releasable member 140 is in the bore 54 of the engage-
ment member 50. When the slide member 90 is in the
attached position, the location of the releasable member
relative to the engagement member is fixed.
[0027] As best seen in reference to Figure 5, a terminal
end 26 of receiving member 12 can define a plurality of
apertures similar to apertures 72 and 74 described ear-
lier. By providing a plurality of receiving apertures, the
receiving member and the releasable member can pro-
vide ready engagement between the respective align-
ment members 152 and 154 carried by flange 148. In
another words, any orientation of a multi-sided shaft 142
will bring about a proper alignment of the pair of rotational
alignment members 152 and 154 relative to the plurality
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of receiving apertures 72.
[0028] The provision of rotational alignment members
with associated alignment apertures, while it is a feature
of the present invention, it is not believed necessary for
other applications.
[0029] However, for structures subjected though a
large amount of weight or torsion rotation such as the
use of heavy booms arms, it is believed that the additional
locking mechanism between the pins and apertures pro-
vides an even greater degree of vibration and vibration
dampening or transmittal through the quick release con-
nector.
[0030] Also described is a stand particularly useful as
a stand for holding microphones, music stand accesso-
ries and cameras. As such, the music stand is useful to
use with the quick release connector 10 described herein.
As best seen in reference to Figure 6, a music stand 300
may be in the form of a tripod structure having a plurality
of three legs 310. Each of the legs 310 defines a first end
312 and a second end 314. As been seen in reference
to Figures 8-11, a slot 316 is defined through an upper
surface of leg 310, slot 316 providing communication be-
tween an upper and lower surface of a hollow portion of
leg 310. As seen in reference to and exploded view of
Figure 11, the first end 312 of leg 310 defines a housing
318. The interior of housing of 318 is adapted for receiv-
ing a pawl 322 carried by a rod 320. Rod 320 is housed
within an interior of the hollow leg and further defines a
pair of apertures 324 and 324’. As seen in reference to
Figure 9, aperture 324 and 324’ can be used with fasten-
ers as illustrated to secure a bottom surface of a release
tab 350 to an upper surface of leg 310.
[0031] As best seen in reference to Figures 10 and 11,
rod 320 is insertable within a hollow interior of leg 310.
A spring 330 is positioned along a terminal end 326 which
when placed within an interior leg 310 and provides a
tensioning and biasing force for rod 320. A terminal end
of rod 320 defines a pawl 322 which may be in the form
of a single tooth pawl and is adapted for interengaging
with corresponding teeth 362 defined by a ratchet 360.
As best seen in reference to Figures 9 and 14, a portion
of the ratchet 360 is adapted for engaging the housing
318 of leg 300. The interengagement of the pawl 322
with the ratchet 360 and ratchet teeth 362 allows for a
pivoting movement of the leg 300 relative to a vertical
axis of the music stand.
[0032] Leg housing 318 is defined by two parallel edge
walls 332 and 334, a curved rear wall 336 and bottom
wall 338. Bottom wall 338 defines a bore receiving rod
320 therein so as to be in communication with the interior
of leg 310. A rear wall 368 of ratchet 360 provides the
flat surface for engaging a corresponding wall of base
340, rear wall 368 further defining two opposing edge
walls which provide a mechanical stop for limiting move-
ment of housing 318 past a substantially perpendicular
or a substantially parallel orientation relative to a vertical
axis of the stand.
[0033] Ratchet 360 is further adapted for engaging

within a base receptacle 344 as best seen in reference
to Figure 9. The base receptacle 344 is defined by adja-
cent parallel edge walls, a rear wall, and a top wall. Base
340 is adapted for receiving both a portion of the pawl
322 along with the leg housing 318. Base 340 further
defines a pair of opposing apertures 342 and 342’ which
may be treaded and are used to secure leg housing 318
via aligned apertures 319 and 319’ to base 340. As best
seen in Figure 16, ratchet 360 defines a corresponding
bore 364 from one side to an opposite side for secure-
ment within housing 318 and base 340.
[0034] As best seen in reference to Figure 15, the re-
lease tab 350 has an upper textured surface 352 and a
lower arcuate surface 346 adapted for a sliding move-
ment along a curved extension surface of the leg 310.
Extending from lower surface 354 is an attachment plate
356 configured to fit within the dimensions of slot 316
and defining a pair of apertures 358 therein in used to
secure release tab 350 by fasteners inserted through rod
apertures 324 and 324’.
[0035] The interaction between the ratchet 360 and the
pawl 322 allows leg 310 to be freely pivoted in a down-
ward direction. By sliding the release tab 350 in a direc-
tion of leg end 314, the release tab 350 moves rod 320
in a similar direction, compressing spring 330. The move-
ment of rod 320 releases pawl 322 from the ratchet 362
teeth defined by ratchet 360. This allows the movement
of leg 310, leg 310 now free to pivot along a connector
extending
through leg housing 319, ratchet 360, and secured
through the aligned apertures 342 and 342’ defined by
base 340. When the releasing tab 350 is disengaged,
spring 30 provides a tensioning force which moves rod
320 and pawl 322 into an engagement position within
ratchet 360 and ratchet teeth 362. The engagement pre-
vents further movement of the leg in an upward direction.
[0036] The advantages of the leg configuration for the
music stand is such that a user can adjust a position of
a microphone, relative to the user, by bringing the micro-
phone forward, backward, or to a left or a right of the
user. By engaging and moving only one leg, the relative
position of the microphone or other equipment carried on
the end of the stand can be varied. Such an ability to fine
tune a position of the music stand and any accompanying
microphone is much quicker and far less cumbersome
than manual adjustments to the microphone. Such an
ability to fine tune a position of the music stand and the
accompanying microphone is much quicker and far less
cumbersome than raising and lowering a vertical tele-
scopic post associated with music stands or repositioning
a microphone within the microphone holder. By a simple
quick release of the release tab 350 and adjustment to
a single leg a user can change the position of the vertical
axis of the music stand so as to better position a micro-
phone or other accessory in a desired location.
[0037] While the present invention has been described
in connection with certain preferred embodiments, it is
to be understood that the subject matter encompassed
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by way of the present invention is not to be limited to
those specific embodiments. On the contrary, it is intend-
ed for the subject matter of the invention to include all
alternatives, modifications and equivalents as can be in-
cluded within the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A quick release connector, comprising:

an engagement member (50) that has a bore
(54), wherein the engagement member has an
inner surface (52) that has an inclined portion
(56);
a slide member (90) that moves relative to the
engagement member (50) between an attached
position and a detached position, wherein a por-
tion of the slide member (90) is located in the
bore (54) of the engagement member (50) when
the slide member (90) is in the attached position;
a releasable member (140) whose location rel-
ative to the engagement member (50) is fixed
when the slide member (90) is in the attached
position, wherein when the slide member is in
the detached position the releasable member is
movable relative to the engagement member
(50), wherein a portion of the releasable member
(140) is in the bore of the engagement member
(50) when the slide member (90) is in the at-
tached position;
a ball (130) that engages the inclined portion
(56) of the inner surface (52) of the engagement
member (50) and that engages the releasable
member (140) when the slide member is in the
attached position, and further comprising a re-
ceiving member (12) that has a longitudinal axis,
wherein the receiving member (12) that has a
bore (14) that extends in a longitudinal direction,
wherein the receiving member has a slot (30)
that extends in the longitudinal direction (22) and
is defined through a portion of the receiving
member from an exterior surface (18) of the re-
ceiving member to the bore (14) of the receiving
member (12);
wherein the slide member (90) has a bore (92)
that extends in the longitudinal direction (22),
wherein the slide member (90) has an aperture
(102) that is defined through a portion of the slide
member (90) from an exterior surface (98) of the
slide member to the bore (92) of the slide mem-
ber, wherein the slide (90) member has a portion
that is a tapered portion (110) and directly faces
the inclined portion (56) of the inner surface (52)
of the engagement member (50), wherein the
slide member (90) has a gripping element (112)
on an exterior surface (98) of the slide member;
wherein the ball (130) is located in the slot (30)

of the receiving member (12) and is located in
the aperture (103) of the slide member (90)
when the ball (130) engages the inclined portion
(56) of the inner surface (52) of the engagement
member (50) and engages the releasable mem-
ber (140) when the slide member (90) is in the
attached position;
wherein the releasable member (140) has a
flange that defines two rotational alignment
members (152), (154), wherein the two rotation-
al alignment members each engage one of two
rotational alignment apertures (72), (74) when
the portion of the releasable member (140) is in
the bore (54) of the engagement member (50)
when the slide member (90) is in the attached
position such that the location of the releasable
member relative to the engagement member is
fixed; and wherein the releasable member has
external threading (150) that is adapted for en-
gaging a component of a microphone.

Patentansprüche

1. Schnellverschluss, umfassend:

ein Eingriffselement (50), das eine Bohrung (54)
aufweist, wobei das Eingriffselement eine In-
nenfläche (52) aufweist, welche einen geneig-
ten Abschnitt (56) aufweist;
ein Schiebeelement (90), das sich relativ zu dem
Eingriffselement (50) zwischen einer befestig-
ten Position und einer gelösten Position bewegt,
wobei ein Abschnitt des Schiebeelements (90)
in der Bohrung (54) des Eingriffselements (50)
befindlich ist, wenn das Schiebeelement (90)
sich in der befestigten Position befindet;
ein lösbares Element (140), dessen Position re-
lativ zum Eingriffselement (50) fixiert ist, wenn
das Schiebeelement (90) sich in der befestigten
Position befindet, wobei, wenn das Schiebeele-
ment sich in der gelösten Position befindet, das
Schiebeelement relativ zum Eingriffselement
(50) beweglich ist, wobei ein Abschnitt des lös-
baren Elements (140) sich in der Bohrung des
Eingriffselements (50) befindet, wenn das
Schiebeelement (90) sich in der befestigten Po-
sition befindet;
eine Kugel (130), die in den geneigten Abschnitt
(56) der Innenfläche (52) des Eingriffselements
(50) eingreift und in das lösbare Element (140)
eingreift, wenn das Schiebeelement sich in der
befestigten Position befindet, und ferner umfas-
send ein Aufnahmeelement (12), das eine
Längsachse aufweist, wobei das Aufnahmeele-
ment (12), eine Bohrung (14) aufweist, welche
sich in eine Längsrichtung erstreckt, wobei das
Aufnahmeelement einen Schlitz (30) aufweist,
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welcher sich in die Längsrichtung (22) erstreckt
und durch einen Abschnitt des Aufnahmeele-
mentes von einer Außenfläche (18) des Aufnah-
meelements zur Bohrung (14) des Aufnahmee-
lements (12) definiert ist;
wobei das Schiebeelement (90) eine Bohrung
(92) aufweist, die sich in die Längsrichtung (22)
erstreckt, wobei das Schiebeelement (90) eine
Öffnung (102) aufweist, die durch einen Ab-
schnitt des Schiebeelements (90) von einer Au-
ßenfläche (98) des Schiebeelements zur Boh-
rung (92) des Schiebeelements definiert ist, wo-
bei das Schiebeelement (90) einen Abschnitt
aufweist, welcher ein sich verjüngender Ab-
schnitt (110) ist und direkt dem geneigten Ab-
schnitt (56) der Innenfläche (52) des Eingriffse-
lements (50) zugewandt ist, wobei das Schie-
beelement (90) ein Greifelement (112) an einer
Außenfläche (98) des Schiebeelements auf-
weist;
wobei die Kugel (130) in dem Schlitz (30) des
Aufnahmeelements (12) befindlich ist und in der
Öffnung (103) des Schiebeelements (90) be-
findlich ist, wenn die Kugel (130) in den geneig-
ten Abschnitt (56) der Innenfläche (52) des Ein-
griffselements (50) eingreift und in das lösbare
Element (140) eingreift, wenn das Schiebeele-
ment (90) sich in der befestigten Position befin-
det;
wobei das lösbare Element (140) einen Flansch
aufweist, der zwei drehbare Ausrichtungsele-
mente (152), (154) definiert, wobei die zwei
drehbaren Ausrichtungselemente jeweils in ei-
ne von zwei drehbaren Ausrichtungsöffnungen
(72), (74) eingreifen, wenn der Abschnitt des lös-
baren Elements (140) sich in der Bohrung (54)
des Eingriffselements (50) befindet, wenn das
Schiebeelement (90) sich derart in der befestig-
ten Position befindet, dass die Position des lös-
baren Elements relativ zum Eingriffselement fi-
xiert ist; und wobei das lösbare Element ein Au-
ßengewinde (150) aufweist, das zum Eingriff in
eine Komponente eines Mikrofons geeignet ist.

Revendications

1. Connecteur à libération rapide, comprenant :

un élément d’engagement (50) présentant un
alésage (54), ledit élément d’engagement pré-
sentant une surface interne (52) comportant une
partie inclinée (56) ;
un élément coulissant (90) mobile par rapport à
l’élément d’engagement (50) entre une position
accouplée et une position découplée, une partie
de l’élément coulissant (90) étant située dans
l’alésage (54) de l’élément d’engagement (50)

lorsque l’élément coulissant (90) est en position
accouplée ;
un élément libérable (140) dont l’emplacement
par rapport à l’élément d’engagement (50) est
fixe lorsque l’élément coulissant (90) est en po-
sition accouplée, ledit élément libérable étant
mobile par rapport à l’élément d’engagement
(50) lorsque l’élément coulissant est en position
découplée, une partie de l’élément libérable
(140) se trouvant dans l’alésage de l’élément
d’engagement (50) lorsque l’élément coulissant
(90) est en position accouplée ;
une bille (130) qui engage la partie inclinée (56)
de la surface interne (52) de l’élément d’enga-
gement (50) et qui engage l’élément libérable
(140) lorsque l’élément coulissant est en posi-
tion accouplée ; et comprenant en outre un l’élé-
ment de réception (12) présentant un axe lon-
gitudinal, ledit élément de réception (12) présen-
tant un alésage (14) qui s’étend dans un sens
longitudinal, ledit élément de réception présen-
tant une fente (30) qui s’étend dans le sens lon-
gitudinal (22) et est définie au travers d’une par-
tie de l’élément de réception depuis une surface
extérieure (18) de l’élément de réception jusqu’à
l’alésage (14) de l’élément de réception (12) ;
ledit élément coulissant (90) présentant un alé-
sage (92) qui s’étend dans le sens longitudinal
(22), ledit élément coulissant (90) présentant
une ouverture (102) définie au travers d’une par-
tie de l’élément coulissant (90) depuis une sur-
face extérieure (98) de l’élément coulissant jus-
qu’à l’alésage (92) de l’élément coulissant, ledit
élément coulissant (90) présentant une partie
qui consiste en une partie effilée (110) faisant
directement face à la partie inclinée (56) de la
surface interne (52) de l’élément d’engagement
(50), ledit élément coulissant (90) présentant un
élément préhenseur (112) sur une surface ex-
térieure (98) de l’élément coulissant ;
ladite bille (130) étant située dans la fente (30)
de l’élément de réception (12) et étant située
dans l’ouverture (103) de l’élément coulissant
(90) lorsque la bille (130) engage la partie incli-
née (56) de la surface interne (52) de l’élément
d’engagement (50) et engage l’élément libéra-
ble (140) lorsque l’élément coulissant (90) est
en position accouplée ;
ledit élément libérable (140) présentant une bri-
de qui définit deux éléments d’alignement rota-
tionnel (152), (154), lesdits deux éléments d’ali-
gnement rotationnel engageant chacun dans
l’une de deux ouvertures d’alignement rotation-
nel (72), (74) lorsque la partie de l’élément libé-
rable (140) se trouve dans l’alésage (54) de l’élé-
ment d’engagement (50) lorsque l’élément cou-
lissant (90) est en position accouplée de telle
manière que l’emplacement de l’élément libéra-
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ble par rapport à l’élément d’engagement est
fixe ; et ledit élément libérable présentant un fi-
letage externe (150) adapté pour engager un
composant d’un microphone.
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